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ARTICLE NINETY-FOUR  
PARAGRAPHS OF THE BIBLE – HOSEA 4-8

FOUR
A. The divine indictment against Israel (4:1-3)  
B. Like priests, like people (4:4-10)  
C. Their three-fold transgression: idolatry, intoxication, and immorality! (4:11-19)

FIVE
A. Their sins are too great; their sacrifices too late! (5:1-9)  
B. He would be as a moth, dry rot, and a lion! (5:10-14)  
C. “I’ll retire,” He said, “until you repent!” (5:15)

SIX
A. They will come back, confess, and be converted (6:1-3)  
B. What else could He do? (6:4-6)  
C. They were doing what Adam had done (6:7-11)

SEVEN
A. How He wanted to! But they wouldn’t! (7:1-3)  
B. Like a hot oven, a half-baked cake, a silly dove, and a crooked bow! (7:4-16)

EIGHT
A. Reaping always involves more than sowing! (8:1-7)  
B. Wandering as lonely gypsies among the Gentiles (8:814)